
Math 10 –Chi Square Test of Independence/ANOVA           ANSWERS for  gw25 

1. Students at De Anza College who are required to take Algebra and want to complete Statistics will go into one of 
three programs: Regular Math 212, MPS Math 212 or Math217 (Statway).  A sample of 2000 students was taken 
with the success rates shown below. Is there a difference in success rates due to the program? Test using α =1%. 
 

CompleteStat  CompleteSome  CompleteNone  Total  
Regular Math 
212 Observed   35  30  55  120  

Expected   42  36  42  
(O - E)² / E   1.167  1.000  4.024  

MPS Math 212 
 
Observed   30  20  10  60  
Expected   21  18  21  
(O - E)² / E   3.857  0.222  5.762  

Math 217 
Statway Observed   5  10  5  20  

Expected   7  6  7  
(O - E)² / E   0.571  2.667  0.571  

Total Observed   70  60  70 200  
 

a. What is the explanatory variable? 
Course/Program 

  
b. What is the response variable? 

Success Rate 
 

c. State Ho and Ha 
Ho: There is no difference in Success Rates due to Program 
Ha: There is a difference in Success Rates due to Program 
Ho: Program Type and Success Rates are independent. 
Ha: Program Type and Success Rates are dependent. 
 

d. Determine the Model 
   Model: Chi square test of independence 
   Assumptions: Expected at least 5 for each cell. 
 

e. Determine the degrees of freedom and Decision Rule. (Critical Value Method) 
(3-1)(3-1) =4 degrees of freedom  
Reject Ho if χ2 >  13.277 

 
f. Determine the test statistic and make your decision (fill in the expected values and each cells contribution 

to the chi-square for the 9 cells. Then add up to get the test statistic.) 
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  Reject Ho 
 

g. Conclusion: There is a significant difference in the success rate of the program type. MPS and Statway 
students are much more likely to complete Statistics and MPS students are more likely to complete some 
classes. Regular Math 212 students had the lowest success rates. 
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